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We never sleep—
We guard your planets as they creep

Windows application programming by Rique Pottenger
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     Welcome!  Here is your COSMIC DETECTIVE Report!

     Are you going to let a bunch of rotating, gas-filled, pock-marked planets out there tell
you how to run your life?  No!

     No!

     Never again will you wait and wonder what the stars will bring to you, no!  With the
COSMIC DETECTIVE Report, you lasso those gasballs and make those babies do what
YOU want them to do.  The COSMIC DETECTIVE scans the skies for the times when
the tides within you are running wild and mild, smoothly or stormily--and lets you know
IN ADVANCE!

     TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR COSMIC DETECTIVE REPORT:

     * Read your COSMIC DETECTIVE Report all the way through.

     * Think about your goals for the months to come.

     FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS: Try your luck on the easy days.  If you have scary things
to do, you can now schedule those plans, calls, negotiations, parties and visits for days
when you will have an abundance of self-confidence and bonhomie.  On tough days,
plan for rest, work, or duty.  Soon you will start to feel the rhythms of the planetary
cycles.  Make notes in the margins when influences hit you early, late or on time.  Each
person's pattern is unique.  Be your own COSMIC DETECTIVE.  Record your
observations.  A larger picture of your cycles will slowly emerge.

     MAKE YOUR OWN SECRET CODE: Stick little dots or draw symbols in your
appointment diary or calendar to remind you when planning your shenanigans.  Don't be
too obvious.

     ONLY INFORMATION THAT REALLY WORKS IS IN THIS REPORT.

     As Laura Huxley was fond of saying, "IT WORKS--IF YOU WORK".

     Try it and see!  Ready to begin?  Here we go...
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THE COSMIC DETECTIVE REPORT FOR DJT! >>>>>

BIRTHDATE:  14 June, 1946

Your COSMIC DETECTIVE REPORT begins  23 September, 2020

                         and it ends  23 September, 2021

WARNING!  FOR YOUR EYES ONLY>>>

The information in your COSMIC DETECTIVE Report is COMPLETELY
CONFIDENTIAL, and is of a highly sensitive nature.  Kept it in a secret spot, where only
you (or a trusted loved one) can find it, for it contains privileged, highly accurate
information about you...and your possible movements.

TELL US!

Please tell us when you will be needing your next report.  To keep you covered at all
times PLEASE ORDER SIX WEEKS before your report runs out.  We will do our best to
accomodate you at any time.  We specialise in IMPOSSIBLE, RUSH, and UNUSUAL
requests!
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LUCKY, TAKE-A-RISK DATES

2020:    26 October   2 December   

2021:    21 May   

Courage!  If you need to be brave, you will be brave now.

Bold, noble deeds!  Chivalry!  Acts of derring-do!  Yes!  Now!

You will be in the mood to take small, outrageous risks on these dates. And you will
generally get away with calculated big acts of good humour and generous intent now.
Men will be generous to you.  lf you want an assignment, commission, mission, put on
your power clothes and act like the swashbuckling smoothie you are now. Don't deal
with serfs.  Go straight to the Supremo.  Ask!  And get.  Happily, these dates often go with
times you may be buying and selling and getting a great deal doing both.

If you are going shopping, you will have the good sense to get something you want a
lot...a big, happy purchase.  The only problem with these larger-than-life, see-the-big-
picture dates is that you will feel like going over the top, doing it up big, which can cost
you.  If you want to be wise, stay out of Ferrari showrooms on these dates.. If you must
go to hell with yourself, go berzerk at your local K-Mart. 

Physically, you're ready to ski, belly-dance, elope to Las Vegas, rhumba all night.  Men
are luckier for you than women under this transit.  If you want to make new friends who
might be men, network with guys in suits, or just shamelessly go trolling for hombres to
add to your harem, this is it. 

You can stre-e-e-etch these, enjoying the luck about five days before and five days after
every date listed here. 

And don't confuse these with gambling dates, which are a separate, intricate study
in themselves!  Available on request. 
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GOOD NEWS DATES

2020:    31 December   

2021:    13 April   21 July   13 September   

Had the blues lately? Brain cells all droopy? These dates are pure serotonin. Try this:
Do nothing. Refuse to go out there. Blob out. Sit back and be completely passive. Dare
those planets to make you smile. Something you hear or see will come whooshing down
from a whirling saucer and cheer you up on these days. 

But if you DO something with these dates, listen up. These dates are especially good for
SALES, for convincing people, for getting up great gobs of confidence to do
courageous, noble, and seriously optimistic and silly things. You will feel more pep in
your step, more glide in your stride.  Don't be chilling, now--step out and MILK these
lucky dates.  Make the cold calls you've been putting off.  Work those phones!  Send
those emails!  Ask for what you want.  Go after new accounts, new markets.  Hey---go for
a new job.  And beg for ideas from other folks.  You'll get them. 

Shy, introverted types will welcome these times, as they make socialising easy and
pitching ideas to barbarians effortless.  Pushy back-slappers will be in their element now.
Go on, slap somebody on the iliac today---you may be surprised.  Why be cool all the time?
People like to know you like them. 

If you are involved in any creative work or even play you will have MANY fine ideas now.
Try to write all these ideas down, for use during more normal (and desert) periods! If you
hear disturbing news on one of these dates, it may be easy to put that news into
perspective. You may later come to see this new information as a boon in helping you to
put life's puzzle together, and you may be glad you learnt what you learnt. Mainly,
though, you are likely to hear GOOD NEWS! 

P.S.: If you have some new terrifying PROCEDURE you must try within your computer,
give it a go. The planets don't get any better than this. You will have that poor little
Boolean box of horrors begging and singing "Daisy, Daisy" and "Yes, Master" before
you can say "2001". 

(You can spread this bouncy luck approximately two days before and two days after
each date listed here.) 
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BAD NEWS, WORRYWART DATES 

2021:    4 January   16 April   24 July   21 September   

Not the end of the world, but these dates can indicate that you should not make the
huge decisions now, as your thinking may be a bit NARROW and your judgement
perhaps a mite BLODGED UP.  Often one of these dates indicates a moment when you
experience a temporary creative block.  Your head is too worried to think straight, so
calm down and wait.

Let that little stock tip go by today. You might miss a little profit-taking, but the
Mandelbrot equations in your calculus now could cause you to misjudge the moment
and lead on to certain chaos.  Stay back!  Chill!  Clearer days are ahead.

Best bet: Getting your head right down to some dull, detailed work, like sorting out tax
stubs, or cleaning out the lorrible slime under the sink.  Work alone, on dull, deadly tasks
requiring a high degree of concentration---get your teeth into something large and
complicated, boring and degrading for an hour or three.  That's the spirit.  A hour or so of
feeling like a disgusting, lowly worm, and you'll have all the little Ajaxes and Windexes
all in lovely, impressive military formations under the pipes. 

You may be more sensitive to your own feelings today.  Mind that you are not insensitive
to the feelings of others, though!  You could learn something about your mistakes, or
hear something that bores or depresses you, or just worry yourself silly about something
that never will happen.  If you are an advanced worrier, you could worry about how
worried and neurotic you have suddenly become.

Mostly, these dates indicate little more than a passing fit of bleak futility, or a sudden,
larger-than-life phone bill.  Try Hemingway's short story, "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place".

(These feelings generally only last about SIX HOURS.  But these dates do sometimes
surprise us and arrive as many as FIVE days early. If they do arrive early, pay your six
grim hours THEN because the date given here will indicate a RELEASE and an end to
brooding about the matter.  You do not pay twice!  Usually, though, these little suckers
arrive exactly on time.)
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FEELING LONESOME, FEELING UGLY, ANTI-SOCIAL DATES 

2020:    16 November   

2021:    27 January   9 April   21 June   5 September   

This one only feels bloopy for about TWELVE HOURS, okay?  Do not invite Bill and
Hillary and Bruce and Demi to a dinner party planned for these days.  On these "klutsy"
days, you will NOT want to socialise!  You will vant to be alone.  You may be vulnerable
to slights and rejections, more than usual.

These are NOT the luckiest times for:

                                         Getting a haircut

                                         Buying clothes

                                         Having photos taken

                                         Romance

                                         Social nonsense

If you're with a honey, you pout and sulk.  If the two of you are apart, you miss
Sugarbear like mad.  If you're on your own, though, you wish you had someone.  And you
feel ugly, too! 

Why not just stay home alone and wallow in self-pity?  It's good for you, and it's easier,
really.  Watch a weepy old movie with a box of soft, loyal, trusty Kleenexes at your
side...at least THEY'LL never let you down!

(These feelings may hit up to FIVE DAYS EARLY.  Should waves of jealousy, loneliness
or insecurity hit you early, pay your dues right then.  The ickiness only lasts about 12
hours.  You will not have to pay on the day itself if the feeling comes early...you never
pay twice!  In fact, if you feel grotty early, the date listed above will indicate some sort of
rescue, or closing of the matter, an end to the little conundrum.  Usually, though, these
dates come right on time.)
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HAPPY, POPULAR, EXTRAVAGANT, SOCIAL, EAT-TOO-MUCH-LASAGNE DATES 

2020:    11 November   

2021:    22 January   4 April   16 June   30 August   

These glorious dates are excellent for bringing luck through women in particular, and for
the giving and receiving of gifts.  Your stargazer likes chocolates very much.  But not the
ones with the nuts in them.
Oh, all right, all right.  There are a couple of things that can go wrong on these dates.  But
you would have to have a doctorate in self-sabotage to mess up now.

You could feast on so much champagne and Camembert that your diet goes completely
doolally for a day... Shopping, you may spend a bit more than you budgeted for, but you
needed the massage.. the Concorde tickets, the fine Arabian armadillo.  You just HAD to
buy the threads for your desperate, job-hunting neighbour, can't be a greedy bastard,
just thinking of yourself, can you?  Those who toil for fashion magazines must be
especially careful now, or end up telling the truth and being good to people.  If you work
with a wicked witch, you might jolly her up a bit now, eh?  Can it hurt? 

Face it, this is a happy, sappy bunch of dates, good for giggles, goodwill, generosity and
good luck.  Good for you, good for all around you.  Spread some good around.  Pass the
mashed potatoes! 

(You can stretch these dates for two days before and after each date.  Or just stretch
out, roll around, and wiggle toes. Enjoy!)
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NASTY PARANOID DATES 

2020:    5 October   23 December   

2021:    1 June   

Sometimes nothing happens around these dates.  But you feel EDGY.  These dates tend
to describe accident-prone conditions.  Accidents need not be physical; emotional and
financial accidents are just as likely to occur around these dates.  The business
of astrology is to prepare you, and when possible, to protect you from this cosmic debris.
Although these ARE icky dates, NO MAJOR HARM NEEDS TO COME TO ANYONE
WHO KNOWS THESE DATES IN ADVANCE AND WHO ACTS CAREFULLY, AND
WITH CAUTION AT THESE TIMES. And these dates don't have to be so bad.  Check it 
out for yourself. The last time you had a nasty, paranoid date was:

                              15 August 2020 right? 

THE FIVE DAYS BEFORE THE EXACT DATE feels the worst.  Think of a rat in a
laboratory, being tested on an electrified grid.  Got it?  Somewhere, probably behind your
back, something is going on that is not very nice for you...you can FEEL the snickering!
Or the Big Shots upstairs are wondering if your job should be made obsolete...or your
tenant is getting set to bounce that little cheque...or your flaky neighbour lets you
down...or a pal lies thrashing in a hospital bed somewhere and you don't know about it
yet...or your shrink, a Freudian, "forgets” your appointment and turns out to have a
phony degree!  If you are open-minded and clever enough to be using astrology, it's
likely that you are psychic enough to pick up the bad vibes that come with this set of
dates.  Such is the price one pays for being connected to the Cosmos, mate.  Ouch!

THE EXACT DATE OFTEN BRINGS A RELEASE, A RESCUE, OR AT LEAST AN
EXPLANATION.  The paranoia vanishes, and you feel fine again.

BUT YOU ARE STILL MORE LIKELY TO BE ACCIDENT-PRONE A FULL
FOURTEEN DAYS BEFORE AND AFTER THE EXACT DATES GIVEN HERE.  Avoid
dark alleys, car parks, slimy basements---you are more likely to be mugged during these
ten days before and after the dates given here than at other times during the check-up
year.  Watch out for cuts, scrapes, burns, bumps and bops on the head.  You will know
you are on the right track when about five days before the dates listed above, you get a
mild paper cut.  Shout Alleluia!  Your accident has been and gone---and you have
cheated those stars once again 
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SECRET, MADLY SEXY, HOT AND PASSIONATE, "GETTING LUCKY" DATES

2020:    28 September   29 September   12 December   27 December   

2021:    22 February   6 May   4 June   19 July   

IF YOU ARE IN LOVE, THESE DATES ARE LUCKIEST OF ALL.  Make some
reservations for your favourite cave, and drag your honey to it.

These are also lucky times for getting haircuts, buying clothes, taking flattering
photographs, and passing delightful social times with everyone.  You will have an extra
sparkle in your eye, and others will notice!

But wait!!!  Even if you spend most of the year wearing a barrel and a bag on your head,
DRESS UP, go to PARTIES and EVERYPLACE, for now YOU ARE EXTREMELY
 LIKELY TO MEET LOVE OBJECTS YOU FANCY AND HAVE THEM FANCY YOU.
Astrological research has not yet determined whether the human animal "gets luckier" at
these times, or if the same old creeps look mighty fine to us under these torrid rays
from outer space.

Hot feelings may spring up even five days before these listed.  You may feel nothing until
up to five days AFTER each date.  You can learn about yourself and what phase you are
in lately by noting if these dates grab you early, late or on time.  If you are up for it, you
may enjoy the full ten day span of each listing here, but you will not be good for much else,
a hollow, sorry husk of what was once a human being.

IF SOME DATES COME UP TWICE, OR FALL CLOSE TOGETHER, think of them as
pins on a war map.  This doubles or triples the prospect of something marvellous,
squooshy and romantic grabbing you.

IN THE EVENT OF NO RESULTS, ask yourself the following questions:

      Is there a pulse?  Heartbeat?  Have I had a bath this year?
      Am I living in the Greater New York area?

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE, CALL THE HOT LINE FAST.
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COSMIC ROOM SERVICE!  A DAY OF GRACE

2021:    27 May   

Love has come.  Just for today.  Like a bird, it lights for a moment, all feathery grace and
tintinnabulation, it sings, hops about, then whoosh! off she zooms.  Long after birdie is gone,
you remember how you gasped at its passionately beating heart.

You are a marshmallow today.  A mushball.  Your heart's on your sleeve.  You are a
softie. 

Look out.  If you are in company, you could fall in love today.  Uh-oh, encore: someone
you are with could fall in love with YOU.

If you are luckiest of all, and you have the gift of expanded consciousness, a penetrating
mind, you may for a few hours get a glimpse of what the saints see, and enjoy the
exquisite suchness and loveliness of every single strange mystery being you meet.

One of the swooniest, scrumptious parts of today is that GOOD THINGS WILL COME
TO YOU NOW.  A feeling of grace.  Peace, maybe.  Good people, and sometimes even
a bit of luck.  You don't have to DO anything.  Just sit.  You will be gentle enough to see it,
take it in, appreciate it all today, for it is the joy of life.

If you are a Taurus, steaming mashed potatoes are set out before you.  If you are Aries,
someone you do not know, knows enough to ruffle your hair.  If you are shopping for a
special outfit, you will find something gorgeous.  Your features are softer:  if you need
photographs taken, this is the week!

You may dazzle, swashbuckle, impress the mobs now.  Or curl up silently with a beloved
book.  Some people walk into a cathedral.  Others build a cathedral in another's heart.

It's only one day.  It comes only once a year.  What will you do?
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Introducing... 

                YOUR PERPETUAL DATES

                        ...FOR YOUR SPECIAL COLLECTION!

The dates on the next two pages are special---and different, for they may clear up
CERTAIN MYSTERIES!

They can explain why you like or dislike certain holidays, anniversaries, or people
with these dates as birthdays.

EERIE CLUES may emerge about your links with others, too!

When your report year is over, be sure to remove the two pages that follow, marked
***KEEP IT*** on the top of the page.  KEEP these KEEP IT dates in a handy place, so
you can pop them into your calendar every year.

You will be able to make plans, work with, and roll with your own moods, cycles, ---and
impulses---for all the years to come!

The COSMIC DETECTIVE will give you new dates to collect, EVERY YEAR.

BUILD UP A DOSSIER--YANK THESE PAGES OUT WHEN YOUR REPORT YEAR
ENDS AND ***KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEPIT***

          Are you READY?  Here we go!
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KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP 1T***KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP IT!

                    PERPETUAL DATES

PERPETUAL LOW-AND-TIRED, SENSITIVE-DEEP-AND-QUIET DATES:

13 January   13 April   15 July   16 October   

There are four days every year when you are likely to feel exhausted, or highly
sensitive, quite touchy and introverted.  These are not good times for heavy travelling or
physical exertion, so if you must be active, hire porters, room service, and take it easy.
Get others to help you with burdens.  Plan a quiet time if possible...don't make big public
appearances!  If there is a problem that has been working your nerves, this may be the
day it seems to balloon suddenly, you hit "the pits", and then figure out what and why
things are bothering you.  These days mark the bottom, and the turning-around of the
bad feelings...and the start of going back up.  It can be a great breakthrough day,
especially if you are in therapy.

If any of these dates correspond with holidays, anniversaries or birthdays, this
information may go a long way in explaining why you have traditionally disliked such
dates.

Oddly, if you LEAVE THE DOOR OPEN TO LET THE SUNSHINE IN, events and
insights may bring you a comfort that is surprisingly deep.  Perhaps you'll see a
schoolbus full of kids who wave at you and blow kisses.  A pal may come through for
you unexpectedly.  Some clients report finding money in the street!

Or you may be going along feeling fine, in the mood to do your work with quiet
concentration, and the news comes that your favourite writer has died, and you hit that
blue deep note.  You're still fine, but you delete your evening plans to sit with a friend
and honour your hero's work.  But mainly these dates just mean you feel beat to the sox!

THESE DATES MAY OCCUR ONE DAY EARLY OR ONE DAY LATE, due to the
wobble of the Earth on its axis.  The DURATION of the feeling is about 12 hours. Honest!

PEOPLE YOU KNOW who were born on or within a week on either side of these dates
seem to have a speck more power to heal you, cheer you, or hurt you than others do.
The REINCARNATION theory (if you like to dabble) says that in other lives, you held the
power in the relationship, by age or position. Whether these folks kiss or kick you now
might depend on you...were you their kindly teacher, or big sister or parent, or their
torturer or judge in the Inquisition?  Who knows?  These can be long, enduring
friendships!
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KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP IT***KEEP 1T***KEEP IT***KEEP IT!

                    PERPETUAL DATES

PERPETUAL, AIN'T-LIFE-GRAND DATES

7 January   6 April   9 July   10 October   

Checking back on it now, you'll probably find that you've always felt pretty tip-top on
these days.  Unless you note a link with holidays or other significant dates in your life,
you may not have noticed this recurring cycle.

YOU CAN SELL BRIDGES TO BROOKLYNITES ON DATES SUCH AS THESE!  Your
confidence is likely to be high, and inexplicably, you can attract good vibes for your
plans.  Unless other influences say no, these ain't bad times to ask for more money and
favours than you normally would.  Whether you are selling or getting a raise in pay or
privileges, you are more likely to have a cheeky, chirpy, sense of humour, and that edge
of chutzpah all vital for BIG, LUCKY DEALS.

Even if bad stuff happens around these periods, you are apt to take it
philosophically...sometimes it turns out to be lucky or therapeutic to have the icks
happen around these times, because it seems to free you somehow.

You will feel like raising your glass, staring out into the glorius setting sun, saying to
yourself, "Ain't life grand....and I...1 am just a marvellous, extraordinary specimen of
humankind."

DURATION of these dates?  Shucks, you can probably stretch 'em for two days before
and two days after each date given here.

PEOPLE YOU KNOW born on or within about a week on either side of these exact
dates are folks who bring out a generous, expansive side in your nature, and in
consequence you are likely to be generous to these people.  Your benefit is
inspiration often they benefit financially! In general, it tends to be a good trade.
These folks bring out a "Whoopie!" streak in you.
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DISCLAIMER...AND OUR GUARANTEE

     Your COSMIC DETECTIVE Report is based on astrology and begins with a
database of five thousand years of recorded observations of astronomical phenomena.
The correlation of astronomical observations with behaviour patterns in living organisms
(humans included) comprises the art and language of astrology.  No written or
computerised report can cover comprehensively every nuance of a person's life, nor can
any report substitute for a personal consultation with an expert.
TOPQUARK AND Debbi Kempton-Smith accept no liability for actions or outcomes
based on the sensitive information contained herein.

     However, we are so sure you will be delighted with the uncanny accuracy,
usefulness and insights of The COSMIC DETECTIVE Report that if for any reason you
are not satisfied with your report, we will cheerfully return your money.

     Here at TOPQUARK we are watching, scanning the skies, chewing pencils,
walking around in circles, jabbering to experts, crouching and mumbling to overseives,
adding to the data stream and updating our observations every day.  If you have any
comments, observations, suggestions, advice, requests or experiences to share
that may improve this report, please let us hear from you!

     Remember... 

     WE NEVER SLEEP...WE GUARD YOUR PLANETS AS THEY CREEP 

                                  Cheerio...for now! 
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